Epidemiological situation in France

• For several weeks now, the epidemic has been declining (except in Mayotte and French Guiana, two of our French overseas territories).

• Yesterday, we had +81 new cases and a decrease of 24 patients in the intensive care units.

• Since the beginning of the epidemic, 161 348 cases have been confirmed in France, 75,127 hospitalized patients have been cured and 29,731 people have died, including 19,243 deaths in hospital and 10,488 in elderly structures.
Epidemiological situation in France

- France (except French Guiana and Mayotte) has entered the third phase of its exit strategy after strict containment from 17/03 to 11/05.

- **5 indicators are being used to monitor the situation which is assessed at national and regional/departmental level**: the incidence rate, the number of RT-PCR tests carried out within 7 days on a sliding scale, the test positivity rate, the occupancy rate of intensive care beds and the effective reproduction rate.

- **Contact tracing is a major component of our fight against COVID-19**: “Stopcovid” application + mobilization of our social security teams and regional health authorities.
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France response to COVID-19

• Regarding health systems resilience, our strategy was based on 3 objectives:
  o increase resuscitation capacity and limit the pressure on healthcare services.
  o Increase human and material resources in all territories.
  o And finally, transfer patients to less affected regions or even neighboring countries.
Transfer of patients and solidarity

- Between 18/03 and 10/04, 660 critically ill Covid-19 patients were evacuated to less burdened regions (492) and to neighbouring countries (168).

- **Means deployed**: land resources (SMUR in particular), rail (medical train allowing massive patient offloading), sea (military helicopter carrier) and air (military vectors, private medical aircraft, and helicopter). Transfers to neighbouring countries were done with their own transportation means for most of them.

- France has also been mobilized, with our European partners, to provide help and support to countries in need, through bilateral actions, the European civil protection mechanism and WHO.
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